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Abstract
The near-IR (in the range 5000–10 000 cm−1, 1–2 m) bands of water vapour have been measured in
absorption in the laboratory at sub-Doppler spectral resolution (up to 0:0054 cm−1 after numerical apodisation)
by Fourier transform spectroscopy. Measurements have been made at 296 K on pure water vapour (at pressures
between 2 and 20 hPa) and mixtures of water and air (at total pressures of 100 and 1000 hPa), at optical
path lengths in the range 0.26–9:75 m. Measured absorption intensities have been compared with values
calculated using the HITRAN 2000 molecular database. These comparisons indicate that the intensities of the
2(1:4 m) and 2+(1:14 m) bands are underestimated in HITRAN 2000 by approximately 15% and 20%,
respectively, for pure water vapour measurements, and 12% for both bands in the case of water–air mixtures.
The +  (1:86 m) band is in good agreement (0.4% for pure water vapour and less than 6% for mixtures
with air) with HITRAN 2000. For typical atmospheric conditions, these absorption bands are su=ciently strong
that radiation is fully absorbed at wavelengths in the region of the band centres. Hence the extra absorption
that has been identi>ed has only a modest impact (0:16 W m−2 or about 0.2%) on the global-mean clear-sky
absorption of solar radiation. The impact in the upper troposphere is several times larger.
? 2003 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The interaction of the atmosphere with near-IR solar (short-wave) radiation is dominated by
water vapour absorption. Understanding and characterising the amount and wavelength-dependence
of absorption by water vapour and other atmospheric species is essential for climate studies. Model
calculations of radiative transfer in the Earth’s atmosphere rely on molecular spectral lines databases
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such as HITRAN [1,2] to provide information about the spectral properties of molecules present in
the atmosphere.
The state of our understanding of clear-sky absorption of solar radiation remains somewhat con-
troversial. For example Wild and Ohmura [3], using broadband measurements of solar radiation, esti-
mate that climate model radiation schemes underestimate absorption by 10%. Halthore and Schwartz
[4] estimate a discrepancy of 4% at the atmospheric radiation measurement (ARM) Southern Great
Plains site based on direct and diMuse broadband measurements. Brown et al. [5] and Mlawer
et al. [6], using high and moderate resolution measurements in the spectral ranges 2000–10 000 cm−1
and 10 000–28 000 cm−1, respectively, detected no anomaly. Given these conOicting results, it ap-
pears important to assess potential sources of the discrepancy through quantitative high-re-
solution spectroscopy of water vapour under well controlled and characterized conditions in the
laboratory.
Our knowledge of water vapour line intensities has been receiving close scrutiny, and it has been
suggested that atmospheric absorption by weak absorption lines absent from databases is impor-
tant [7]. Also signi>cant errors in database intensities for the stronger water vapour lines in the
region 10 000–15 000 cm−1 (667 nm to 1 m) have been found [8–10] to account for a small but
nevertheless important fraction of the “missing” modelled absorption.
As part of a study into the role of water vapour in the Earth’s climate, we report here a comparison
of new laboratory measurements with data from HITRAN 2000 in the 5000–10 000 cm−1 (1–2 m)
spectral region. The HITRAN 2000 line intensity data for water vapour within this spectral region
are derived from a combination of data carried over from the 1986 edition [11] and studies by
Mandin et al. [12]. The >nal data from the study by Toth [13] so far have not been included in
HITRAN and only unpublished data from the preliminary measurements have been included [14].
About 35% [14] of the total intensity in HITRAN 2000 for the region 5750–7965 cm−1 can be
attributed to Toth’s preliminary measurements, with the remainder originating from earlier studies
[11]. Some of the original HITRAN data derived from the Mandin et al. [12] measurements have
been corrected by Giver et al. [10].
Although a full line-by-line spectroscopic analysis of our new data has yet to be performed, the
current study has already identi>ed systematic errors in HITRAN water vapour line intensities within
the range 6600–9200 cm−1 (1.09–1:52 m).
2. Laboratory measurements
The near-infrared absorption spectra of pure water vapour and mixtures of water vapour with
synthetic air have been characterised in the laboratory using the combination of a high-resolution
Fourier transform spectrometer (FTS) and a short path-length absorption cell (SPAC) at the Ruther-
ford Appleton Laboratory. The FTS was con>gured with a 150 W quartz tungsten halogen source, a
calcium Ouoride beam splitter, and a liquid nitrogen-cooled indium antimonide (InSb) detector. The
SPAC, described in detail previously [15], was >tted with calcium Ouoride windows for this work.
The absorbing optical path within the SPAC was con>gured in one of two modes; gold coated White
optics produced path lengths between 1.6 and 18:2 m in steps of 1:6 m, and a simpler double-pass
arrangement with magnesium Ouoride-coated aluminium mirrors gave continuously variable shorter
path lengths in the range 19–86 cm. Good stability of the water vapour sample was achieved by
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Table 1
Details of gas temperature, pressure, and humidity measurements with uncertainties
Measurement Manufacturer and type Stated uncertainty
Temperature
Thermistors RS Components R–T curve ±0:2 K at 296 K
matched type UUA41J1
Signal logger Laplace Instruments ±0:3 K
Model SPC-801
Pressure
0–10 hPa MKS-390 (10 Torr Baratron) ±0:08% of reading
1–100 kPa MKS-390 (1000 Torr Baratron) ±0:08% of reading
Atmospheric Negretti aneroid barometer ±40 Pa
M2236A
Humidity
Relative humidity (RH) Vaisala HMP234
0–90% RH ±1%
90–100% RH ±2%
Temperature Vaisala HMP234 ±0:1 K
virtue of the small surface-area-to-volume ratio of the 19 cm internal diameter SPAC. For pure
vapour samples the pressure typically varied by less than 10% over a 12 h measurement period.
High-resolution (between 0.0045 and 0:0068 cm−1 unapodised, where resolution is de>ned as
0.9/[maximum optical path diMerence in cm]) measurements of water vapour transmittance over
optical path lengths of 29 cm and 4:9 m in the spectral region 5000–10 000 cm−1 (1–2 m) were
made. All of the measurements reported here were made at a gas cell temperature of approximately
296 K. Norton–Beer weak apodisation [16,17] and Mertz phase correction [18] were applied to all
of the measured interferograms. The apodisation increases the width of spectral lines by a factor
of 1.2 [16] compared to unapodised spectra. To reduce detected photon noise, optical >lters were
used to limit the optical bandwidth to the spectral range of the measurement. The interferometer
aperture diameter was set such that the intensity of radiation at the detector was su=cient to give
excellent information-to-noise ratios, whilst avoiding saturation of the detector or loss of spectral
resolution. The alignment of the interferometer was optimised and the photometric accuracy tested
before carrying out the measurements reported here. The FTS was maintained at a pressure below
0:4 Pa by a turbo-molecular pump to minimise the amount of carbon dioxide and water vapour in
the optical path of the interferometer. A calcium Ouoride window separates the FTS from the SPAC
transfer optics. A rotary and turbo-molecular pump combination evacuated the transfer optics to a
pressure below 0:02 Pa.
Details of the sensors used to measure gas temperature, pressure, and humidity within the SPAC
are given in Table 1. The 10 and 1000 Torr full-scale Baratron (MKS, calibration traceable to
NIST) pressure gauges were used during sample preparation and throughout the measurements. The
atmospheric pressure reading of the 1000 Torr Baratron was compared with that of a calibrated
(traceable to UK National Physical Laboratory standards) precision aneroid barometer. Low-pressure
readings of the 10 and 1000 Torr Baratron gauges were compared by measuring identical pressures
with both gauges. Relative humidity (RH) was measured with two humidity/PRT sensors positioned
at opposite ends of the SPAC.
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Water vapour samples were prepared from distilled liquid water (analar grade, BDH Chemicals)
using a clean glass/PTFE vacuum line, and puri>ed to remove dissolved air using at least three
repeat 200 K freeze-pump-thaw cycles. Agreement between the humidity sensor and pressure gauge
readings (to within the humidity sensor accuracy) con>rmed the purity of the water vapour intro-
duced to the SPAC. Purity-certi>ed “zero” grade synthetic air (Air Products Ltd, 21% oxygen and
79% nitrogen) was added to water vapour in the SPAC to make mixtures at total pressures of either
100 or 1000 hPa. Despite the turbulent Oow of the air into the SPAC, the humidity gauges indicated
that at room temperature a stabilisation period of 1 h was required to achieve uniform mixing of the
air with the water vapour. The total pressure, RH and temperature were recorded at 5 s intervals dur-
ing spectroscopic measurements on water vapour samples. At least six spectroscopic measurements
were made in each spectral region, for a range of water vapour partial pressures of between 2 and
20 hPa.
Evacuated-cell background spectra were recorded before and after each >lling of the SPAC, at
a spectral resolution of 0:03 cm−1. Before each background spectrum was recorded, high-resolution
test measurements were made to check that the water vapour had been adequately removed from
the SPAC. The criterion for this was that the intensities of the strongest water vapour lines were
reduced to the peak value of the spectral noise in the corresponding spectral region. Taking the ratio
of the sample and averaged background spectra minimised errors in the transmittance or absorbance
spectra from changes in baseline signal level, e.g. due to drifts in the near-IR source intensity. The
r.m.s. signal-to-noise ratio in each of the transmittance spectra exceeded 1000:1 across the entire
spectral range of the water vapour absorption features, giving an information-to-noise ratio in excess
of 100:1 for all absorbances between 0.2 and 3.5, and a peak information-to-noise ratio of 370:1 for
absorbances around 1.0.
3. Comparisons with the HITRAN 2000 database
The observed laboratory spectra were compared with Napierian absorbance spectra calculated
for the measured laboratory conditions of temperature, pressure and humidity using HITRAN 2000
and the reference forward model (RFM) [19] line-by-line code. Detailed information about the
optical con>guration of the FTS and the numerical apodisation function was used to calculate a
wavelength-dependent instrument line shape (ILS). This ideal ILS was convolved with the calculated
molecular spectrum and the line shapes were found to match those observed in the laboratory
measurements within the information-to-noise ratio of the spectra. Version 2.4 of the CKD [20] water
vapour “continuum” model was included in the RFM/HITRAN calculations. This was implemented
in conjunction with Voigt line shapes calculated to 25 cm−1 either side of line centre.
3.1. Measured and simulated spectra
The measured water vapour transmittance (˜; T ) at wave number ˜ (in cm−1) and temperature
T (in K) was calculated using
(˜; T ) =
I(˜; T )
I0(˜; T )
; (1)
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Fig. 1. Pure water vapour absorbance spectra at 296 K in the spectral region 6980–6986 cm−1: (a) The measured ab-
sorbance for a sample of 2:2 hPa water vapour and a path length of 4:9 m at a spectral resolution of 0:0055 cm−1;
(b) the RFM/HITRAN 2000 calculated absorbance spectrum corresponding to the measurement; (c) the measured minus
calculated residual absorbance spectrum.
where I(˜; T ) and I0(˜; T ) are the intensities of the sample and background spectra, respectively.
Absorbance spectra were calculated from the transmittance data using
A(˜; T ) =−ln[(˜; T )]: (2)
As an example, Figs. 1(a) and (b) show measured and calculated absorbance spectra for 2:2 hPa
of pure water vapour at 296 K between 6980 and 6986 cm−1 over a path length of 4:9 m and
at a spectral resolution of 0:0055 cm−1. The diMerence between the measured and calculated ab-
sorbance is shown in Fig. 1(c). The residual spectrum shows that whilst the relative line positions
and widths are in good agreement there is a substantial systematic diMerence in intensities. In this
example, the absorbances of the measured lines exceed those of the RFM/HITRAN 2000 simulation
by approximately 20%.
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3.2. Intensity comparisons
Intensities of observed and calculated absorbance lines were compared by subdividing each absorp-
tion band into 1 or 2 cm−1 wide intervals. In each interval a Marquardt non-linear least-squares >t of
the calculated spectrum to the observation was performed. For the pure water vapour measurements
only those data where the calculated and observed Napierian absorbance was less than 1.0 were
used in the comparisons to avoid introducing errors arising from saturation. In the case of the water
vapour/air mixtures this absorbance threshold was relaxed to 3.5, since the air-broadened spectral
lines were many times wider than the instrument resolution. The threshold of 3.5 was chosen be-
cause above this absorbance the information-to-noise ratio falls below 100:1. The state vector for the
forward model in the >t included parameters that modelled the instrumental baseline (such as shifts
due to instability of the near-IR source between sample and background measurements, or imperfect
cancellation of optical >lter channel fringes), a wave number calibration shift, and an absorbance
scale factor. A fourth-order polynomial was used to model the instrumental baseline, and was ade-
quate to >t the residual channel fringes within spectral intervals of 1 cm−1 within the range 5000
–5800 cm−1 and 2 cm−1 within the ranges 6600–7600 cm−1 and 8400–9200 cm−1. The instrumental
baseline, wave number calibration shift and absorbance scaling factor were applied to the calculated
spectrum such that the diMerence compared to the observation was minimised. In each interval the
“best->t” parameters were used to calculate a local baseline, and these were subtracted from the
measured absorbance spectrum to correct for instrumental baseline eMects. The integrated absorbance
of the un-scaled calculated and baseline-corrected measured spectra were compared to determine
mean integrated intensity ratios for each spectral interval. For each spectral interval, weighted-mean
intensity ratios were calculated from at least three repeat measurements of water vapour at diMerent
concentrations and/or total pressures.
Separate calculations were carried out using data from the pure water vapour and water vapour–
air measurements. The weighting factors were derived from the uncertainties arising from estimated
errors in the measurement of water vapour concentration and uncertainties in the individual integrated
intensity ratios. Within each 1–2 cm−1 wide spectral interval the integrated intensity ratios represent
the scaling factors (SFs) that must be applied to HITRAN 2000 in order to obtain on average the
same integrated absorption intensity as in observed spectra.
Figs. 2(a)–(c) show the weighted mean intensity SFs and associated errors for pure water vapour
samples in the spectral regions 5000–5800 cm−1, 6600–7600 cm−1 and 8400–9200 cm−1, respec-
tively. Figs. 3(a)–(c) show the corresponding factors and errors for water vapour–air mixtures in
the same spectral regions. From Figs. 2(a)–(c) the SFs are approximately 1.00, 1.15 and 1.20, re-
spectively. The results from the water vapour–air mixtures in Figs. 3(a)–(c) suggest slightly smaller
SFs, but with larger error bars. The uncertainty in the water vapour concentration is larger for water–
air mixtures than for pure vapour samples. This arises from the diMerent methods used to determine
water vapour concentration for pure vapour (measured using pressure gauges) and for mixtures of
water vapour with air (measured using humidity sensors). However, without the humidity sensors,
knowledge of the water vapour concentration the air mixtures would have been limited to the mea-
sured water vapour pressure before air was added. In this case it would have been necessary to make
assumptions about the homogeneity of the mixture and the adsorption of water molecules onto the
walls of the gas cell. In this respect the measurements on water–air mixtures reported here are a
signi>cant improvement on previous laboratory studies in this spectral region which appear to have
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Fig. 2. HITRAN 2000 line intensity scaling factors derived from pure water vapour measurements at 296 K for (a) 5000–
5800 cm−1, (b) 6600–7600 cm−1 and (c) 8400–9200 cm−1. Error bars indicate the known uncertainties in the scaling
factors.
relied on knowledge of the water vapour pressure prior to mixing with air. The diMerence in the SFs
derived from measurements on pure vapour and air mixtures is due to two main diMerences in their
treatment. Firstly the maximum absorbance threshold used for the mixtures was higher than for pure
vapour cases. Secondly for the water–air mixtures, pressure broadening redistributes absorbance away
from the line centres and reduces peak absorbances. The combination of these two diMerences meant
that some lines were excluded from the pure vapour intensity comparisons with HITRAN because
they were too intense but these were included for the water–air mixture comparisons. Therefore the
water–air SFs may give a better representation of systematic errors in HITRAN because they include
more lines and lines with a larger range of intensities.
Where intensity SFs have been determined for both pure vapour and water–air mixtures a direct
comparison can be made in corresponding spectral intervals, as shown in Figs. 4(a)–(c). In all
three spectral regions most of the data lies below the dashed line, con>rming that on average the
scale factors determined from the water–air mixtures are smaller than those calculated using the pure
vapour measurements. This discrepancy is most noticeable in Fig. 4(c).
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Fig. 3. HITRAN 2000 line intensity scaling factors derived from air-broadened water vapour measurements at 296 K for
(a) 5000–5800 cm−1, (b) 6600–7600 cm−1 and (c) 8400–9200 cm−1. Error bars indicate the known uncertainties in the
scaling factors.
Average SFs may be determined by comparing measured and calculated integrated absorbances
for the entire spectral range of each band, excluding data in the spectral intervals where lines
may be saturated. Mean SFs determined from individual measurements weighted by measurement
uncertainties are given in Table 2. This method is not identical to calculating the mean of SFs from
1 or 2 cm−1 wide intervals across the whole band. The latter would lead to incorrect values for
the average SF. Whilst these average SFs have limited use in high-resolution applications, they do
provide an immediate indication of any systematic diMerences between the measurements and the
database. The SFs in Table 2 are very similar to those shown in Figs. 2 and 3, which were derived
from the smaller spectral intervals. The reasons for the diMerences between the SFs for the pure
water vapour and water–air mixtures were discussed earlier.
We believe that the measurements described here represent an improvement on the data in HI-
TRAN 2000 for this spectral region. Firstly, in those measurements covering the range 5750–
7965 cm−1, it was reported that there were “open spaces” reported in the optical path where additional
water vapour in the laboratory air may have contributed to the absorption signal. Similarly, residual
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Fig. 4. A comparison of corresponding HITRAN 2000 intensity scaling factors derived from the pure water vapour
and air-broadened water vapour measurements at 296 K for (a) 5000–5800 cm−1, (b) 6600–7600 cm−1 and (c) 8400–
9200 cm−1. Error bars indicate the known uncertainties in both sets of scaling factors. In each spectral region the deviation
of datapoints from the dashed line indicates disagreement between the two sets of scale factors, and deviation from the
dotted lines indicates disagreement with HITRAN 2000 intensities.
water vapour in the spectrometer vacuum tank may have aMected this and other earlier studies, if
these contributions were not completely removed from the recorded spectra during post-measurement
analyses. In our study we ensured that all optical paths outside of the absorption cell were evacuated
to a pressure below 0:6 Pa, at which any residual water vapour has negligible absorbance compared
to the water vapour sample in the gas cell (at most a pressure-path product of 9 × 10−3 m hPa).
Furthermore, ratioing the sample spectra against empty cell background measurements should remove
residual water vapour features arising from the spectrometer or transfer optics. Secondly, in the cur-
rent study, measurements with pressure-path products as low as 0:58 m hPa were required to avoid
degradation of the information-to-noise ratio due to spectral saturation of the strongest water vapour
absorption lines. The smallest pressure-path product reported by Toth [13] of 3:4 m hPa was almost
six times higher, and consequently intensities derived from these measurements were not included
in HITRAN.
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Table 2
Average intensity scaling factors for HITRAN 2000 water vapour absorption bands in the 1–2 m region
Vibrational Wave number Wavelength Pure water vapour Water vapour/air
assignment range=cm−1 range=m scale factor mixture scale factor
+  5000–5800 1.72–2.00 0.996(2) 0.944(26)
2 6600–7600 1.32–1.52 1.150(1) 1.120(48)
2+  8400–9200 1.09–1.19 1.204(19) 1.120(39)
The SFs are de>ned as the ratio of observed to calculated integrated absorbances and exclude spectral intervals containing
lines that may be saturated. Standard deviations are given in parentheses.
It is interesting to note that in the region 5750–7965 cm−1 the line intensities derived from Toth’s
preliminary measurements are reported to be typically 25% smaller [14] than the preceding intensities
included in the 1986 edition of HITRAN [11]. Furthermore, Toth’s published intensities [13] are
generally larger than the current HITRAN values that are based on his preliminary measurements,
in some cases by up to 40% [14].
4. The impact on the absorption of solar radiation
To estimate the possible impact on the atmosphere of the extra water vapour absorption that
we have identi>ed using high resolution spectroscopy, solar irradiances reaching the surface were
calculated and compared for the cases with and without SF corrections to HITRAN 2000. The
air-broadened SFs were used because, despite their larger uncertainties compared to the SFs de-
rived from measurements on pure water vapour, they were considered to be more representative
of tropospheric conditions. The fast line-by-line code of Mitsel et al. [21] was used for high
(0:001 cm−1) spectral resolution calculation of optical depth for each of 17 atmospheric layers of
clear-sky mid-season zonal-mean atmospheric pro>les at a latitudinal resolution of 10◦. The optical
depth spectra were used then as input to the discrete ordinate (DISORT) code of Stamnes et al.
[22] for irradiance calculations. Rayleigh scattering was taken into account using DISORT with four
streams. Water vapour absorption is calculated using HITRAN 2000 with SF correction calculated
in Section 3. The CKD 2.4 water vapour continuum is included. The solar irradiance at the top of
atmosphere compiled by Kurucz [23] is employed, which represents the solar spectrum at a spectral
resolution of 1 cm−1 (total solar irradiance = 1368:8 W m−2).
Fig. 5a shows the downwelling solar irradiance at surface level for clear sky for a column water
vapour amount of 25 kg m−2 and a solar zenith angle of 60◦. Fig. 5b shows the extra absorption of
irradiance (dF) due to the SF correction to HITRAN 2000. The dashed line in the upper plot is the
cumulative additional absorption (i.e. the extra absorption integrated from 5000 cm−1 to the plotted
wave number). As could be expected, the additional absorption is small (about 0:3 W m−2), because
of strong saturation of absorption between 7100 and 7400 cm−1, with much of the extra absorption
coming from the weaker (and hence less saturated) band near 8700 cm−1.
In Fig. 6 the latitudinal dependence of extra absorption of solar irradiance due to the use of the
SFs in the spectral region 5000–9200 cm−1 is presented for diMerent seasons for clear-sky conditions.
The global average value of extra absorption is 0:16 W m−2 or about 0.2% of the total clear-sky
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Fig. 5. The calculated solar direct Oux at the surface (a) and the excess of absorbed irradiance (b) obtained from
application of the scaling factors to HITRAN 2000 water vapour intensities in the spectral region 5000–9200 cm−1. The
dashed curve in (a) shows the cumulative value of extra absorption in W m−2 due to the use of the scaling factors. In
this spectral region the integrated irradiance at surface level and the incident solar Oux at the top of atmosphere are 72.5
and 135:43 Wm−2, respectively. The water column was 25 kg m−2 and the solar zenith angle was 60◦.
absorption. This is about an order of magnitude smaller than the impact of the corrections to the
0.82 and 0:94 m bands derived in our earlier work [9]. The impact of the enhanced absorption
is greatest at high-latitudes in summer time where the total water column is smaller; hence the
absorption bands are less saturated than at lower latitudes and the impact of increases in absorption
intensity is larger. This is in contrast to the impact of corrections to the weaker bands at wave-
lengths below 1 m where the maximum impact is within 30◦ of the equator. The peak increase in
Fig. 6, at the South Pole in January is about 0.5% of the total clear-sky absorption and is close to
the impact of increased absorption by the shorter wavelength bands examined by Chagas et al. [9].
The inOuence of the saturation of these bands can be seen also in the Fig. 7, which shows the
atmospheric heating rate due to water vapour absorption in the spectral region 5000–9200 cm−1 for a
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Fig. 6. The latitudinal and seasonal dependence of additional absorption of solar irradiance by water vapour from the
intensity scaling factors applied to HITRAN 2000 in the spectral region 5000–9200 cm−1. The global and annual mean
value of the extra absorption is 0:16 W m−2.
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Fig. 7. The calculated atmospheric heating rate due to absorption of solar radiation by a 25 kg m−2 total column of water
vapour in the spectral region 5000–9200 cm−1, for a solar zenith angle of 60◦ and a surface albedo of 0.14. The solid and
dashed curves represent the heating rates derived from HITRAN 2000 before and after application of the SF, respectively.
The dotted curve shows the diMerence due to the scaling factors multiplied by a factor of 10.
globally averaged atmospheric pro>le and a solar zenith angle of 60◦. The heating rate is enhanced
because of the extra absorption in the upper troposphere by about 0.5%, with a corresponding
decrease in heating rate in the lower troposphere.
Partridge and Schwenke [24] have made ab initio calculation of all rovibrational energy levels up
to 40 000 cm−1, line positions, and intensities for isotopic species of the water molecule. As a result
the Partridge–Schwenke database contains about 127 500 water vapour lines in the spectral region
5000–9200 cm−1 compared to the 12 400 lines in HITRAN 2000. Although most of the additional
lines are very weak their total eMect can be signi>cant in some cases.
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Fig. 8. The measured HITRAN SFs derived from the air-broadened measurements (solid curves) compared with those
due to the weak lines proposed by Partridge and Schwenke [24] (dotted curves). Both sets of SFs are shown at a spectral
resolution of 20 cm−1. The grey shaded area represents the uncertainty on the SFs derived from the measurements.
In Fig. 8 the SFs derived from the combined air-broadened measurements are compared with SFs
calculated from these additional weak lines. The set of the weak lines was obtained by subtracting
the lines in HITRAN 2000 from the Partridge–Schwenke database. Lines in these two databases
were compared by their quantum indexes. Our set of Partridge–Schwenke weak lines is in a good
agreement with that derived independently by B.A. Fomin (personal communication).
It is apparent from Fig. 8 that the additional intensity from the lines proposed by Partridge and
Schwenke [24] can generally only explain a small fraction of the SFs derived from our measurements.
This implies that the main diMerence between our new measurements and HITRAN 2000 are largely
due to the intensities in the lines already in the database, rather than missing absorption due to
uncatalogued lines.
5. Conclusions
In the 5000–5800 cm−1 (1.72–2:0 m) region the HITRAN 2000 database appears to provide a
good representation of water vapour line intensities at 296 K, in pure vapour measurements and to
a lesser extent in air-broadened spectra.
Our results for both the 6600–7600 cm−1 (1.32–1:52 m) and the 8400–9200 cm−1 (1.09–1:19 m)
spectral regions show that substantial corrections are necessary to the HITRAN 2000 line in-
tensities for both the cases of pure water vapour and water vapour–air mixtures. In the region
6600–7600 cm−1 the calculated pure vapour and water–air mixture line intensities are in error by
approximately 15% and 12%, respectively. For some lines in this region discrepancies of up to 40%
between HITRAN 2000 intensities and measurements by Toth [13] have already been identi>ed by
Giver et al. [14]. It is also interesting to note that despite the Giver et al. [10] corrections to the
HITRAN database in the 8400–9200 cm−1 region there still appear to be signi>cant systematic errors
in line intensities of 20% and 12% for the pure vapour and air mixture cases, respectively.
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Only a small proportion of these diMerences can be explained by the absence from HITRAN 2000
of the weak water vapour lines calculated by Partridge and Schwenke [24]. The strong saturation of
absorption by water vapour in the atmosphere in the investigated spectral region (5000–9200 cm−1,
1.09–2:0 m) leads to a rather small extra absorption of solar radiation in spite of marked SF values
for absorption bands near 7000 and 9000 cm−1 (1.42 and 1:11 m). The global averaged value of
extra clear-sky absorption is about 0:16 Wm−2 (or about 0.2% of the global mean). Although the
revised line strengths may have limited importance for calculating the Earth’s energy balance, they
may be of much greater signi>cance in other areas, such as remote sensing using these particular
wavelength regions.
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